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Letter from the Director
Dear Reader,
Receive my greetings once again in this
new exiting period for the Saudi Spanish
Center of Islamic Economics and Finance
(SCIEF). We are really pleased to share
with you all the activities and results that
Scief has achieved during the past months
since our last issue.
Scief is proud to have hosted Sheikh
Saleh Kamel in a really interesting Conference regarding the principles and instruments of Islamic Finance, sharing the
experience of a pioneer in Islamic Finance
was a really appreciated opportunity for
all. We will encourage you all to go to visit
our Web page, where you can have a video
resume of the conference, as well as the
whole conference with English translation
http://www.scief.es/

Dr Celia de Anca
Director of Saudi-Spanish Center for
Islamic Economic and Finance

We were also pleased to have with us in
Madrid Cristina Trullols, Abderrazak Belabes and Ahmed Belouafi presenting in Madrid on March the 20th the book Islamic
Finance in Western Education that was
edited by them and included the contribution of the most prestigious scholars from renown universities around the world, including University of Strasbourg, Reims management School, University of
Durham, Leuven University, Bangor University, La Trobe, Sorbonne, Newcastle, Wetmininster Business
School, University of Rome tor Vergata I, Casa Arabe The Markfield Institute of Higher Education and
Liverpool Hope University.
This period has also witnessed the emerge of the LinkedIn’s monthly discussions, we have a group of
more than 60 active members sharing highly professional discussions.
We encourage you all to enter and participate in our discussions.
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/SCIEF-Saudi-Spanish-Center-Islamic-4255262
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We also keep our regular activities in our Facebook page, oriented to a more general audience. We have
more than 9.675 followers from more than 20 countries, in Asia Europe north and south America, and
an average of 350 weekly visit. The book reviews videos are highly appreciate among our followers.
https://www.facebook.com/scief
We are also working in completing the activities of the year including our second Student Immersion
Week that will bring a group of IE students for a week to understanding the cultural context and develop
practical experience on Islamic Finance, as well as the coming of our first executive module to be held
in Jeddah jointly organized by Scief and IEI coordinated with KAU and IE executive education.
These new activities have been a great contribution to SCIEF consolidation, and an important complement to Scief regular activities, that included academic case studies development, regular articles in
different world’s media, as well as launching new programs on Islamic Finance in different areas of the
IE university, as you can see in detail in scief web page, http://www.scief.es/.
Scief continues its path as a hub for Islamic Finance in Europe, and these achievements can only be possible thanks to our main supporters, IE Business School and King Abdul-Aziz Universities, whose Presidents always had the vision and the will to create and support SCIEF. As well as the continuous support
of IDB, NBC and Al-Khabeer, Spain Invest Uria and Menedez and the good partnership of the Chair for
Ethics and Financial Norms, University Paris 1 La Sorbonne (France), and the IEI at Kau University.
Hope you will enjoy reading this news at least as much as much as we enjoy collecting them.
Celia de Anca – Director, SCIEF

C/ Maria de Molina, 12, 2º izq.
Madrid 28006
Spain
www.scief.es
E: Najua-Alya.Droubi@ie.edu
T: 0034 915 689 810
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Lecture by Shaikh Saleh A. Kamel
Last 20th of March at IE Aula Magna in Madrid
SCIEF had the great pleasure to launch the Lecture on: Islamic Finance: instruments and applications by Shaikh Saleh A. Kamel, founder and president of Dallah Al Baraka Group and The Chairman
of Jeddah Chamber of Commerce & Industry.
This Lecture framed in the range of activities that
SCIEF is developing: course material, thought
leadership through publications, conducting executive training on contemporary issues and
raising awareness through our Think Tank series
on Islamic finance and the future of alternative financing in business, among other.
On this occasion the Center also took the opportunity to launch the presentation of the 2nd book
“Islamic Finance in Western Higher Education “ by
two of the editors Dr. Ahmed Belouafi & Prof. Cristina Trullols.
Also Ignacio de la Torre, IE Academic Director
Master in Finance gave a brief speech about the
importance of Islamic Banking for IE Students and
afterwards H.E. Prof. Osama Tayeb
Chairman of the Board of Directors of SCIEF and
President of KAU University gave us the final remarks.
To close the event H.E. Prof. Osama Tayeb gave
Shaikh Saleh A. Kamel an honorary gift.
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Activities and visits

Prince Mansour Bin
Khalid A. Alfarhan Al Saud
Last December 2012, the Ambassador of Saudi
Arabia Prince Mansour Bin Khalid A. Alfarhan Al
Saud visited the SCIEF Center expressing interest
in the new projects and activities of the Center.

Yavar Moini Visit
On March SCIEF has the visit of Yavar Moini who
came to Madrid from Dubai to give a Conference
in Islamic Banking. Yavar Moini has 19 years
banking experience, 15 of which have been spent
in the Islamic finance industry. Most recently, he
has been the Global Head of Islamic Finance at
Morgan Stanley Dubai and has also headed the
Islamic structured products area for Dubai Bank
and Islamic banking at the National Bank of Dubai.
In addition, he has led and developed the Islamic
Financial Services Group at Ernst & Young Bahrain. Yavar has served on the board of Bank Islami
Pakistan and has been a part of the UK government’s Islamic Finance Experts Group that provided them with advice on facilitating Islamic finance
in the country.
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Activities and visits

Raphie Hayat visits SCIEF
SCIEF had the visit of Raphie Hayat from the Department of Economics of the VU University Amsterdam. During his stay he did a research work
with several of IE professors. As a final part of
he´s stay he gave a lecture with all his findings.

Legal implications for
modern Islamic Finance
Between January and February 2013 SCIEF held an Islamic Law Module imparted by Dr.Celia de Anca
(SCIEF Director), Guillermo Canalejo (Partner in Uría & Mendéndez) and Alfredo Cabellos (Finance Lawyer in Uría & Menéndez). The course combined lectures and discussions; research in working groups;
and, on the last day, there were presentations by each group to the class as a whole, of project work
findings.
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Interview

Ignacio de La Torre
How did you get interested in Islamic finance?
I have always been interested in the Islamic world
and in the field of finance, I did not know both converged in Islamic finance until I read the ft separata on Islamic finance by 2005, since then I have
pushed for the dissemination of its knowledge into
the west.
What is an important lesson, today’s decision
makers can learn from early Shari´a scholars
and the Templar Knights?
From Sharia scholars in Islamic finance the notion
that when you own an asset with a mental and legal attitude closer to equity than to debt, then risk
assessment tends to be more prudent, and this in
the long term is very good for financial stability.
From the templar knights that if you are too successful too soon, and then become weak but still
financially rich, many people will try to get their
hands upon you.
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Partner Highlights

Islamic Economics Institute (IEI)
King Abdulaziz University
Jeddah, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
On December 24, 2012, Representatives from
Waseda University, Japan, led by Vice President,
Prof. Uchida Katsuichi, visited IEI, King Abdulaziz
University to explore mutually beneficial exchange
in research and Islamic Economics & Finance.

Dr. Abdullah Qurban Turkistani, Dean Islamic Economics Institute, KAU, attended 2nd International
Conference on Islamic Economics of OIC Countries (ICIE2013) organized by International Islamic University at Kuala Lumpur in January (29-30),
2013 on the theme, ‘Islamic Economic Solutions
for OIC Countries: Theory and Policy’.

On February 12, 2013 Prof. Dr. Talip Alp, Vice
Rector, Yalova University visited Islamic Economics Institute, King Abdulaziz University to explore
possible exchange between the two Universities.

Dr. Abdullah Qurban Turkistani, Dean, Islamic Economics Institute, KAU, attended 2 day International Conference “India and the Muslim World” organized by Institute of Objective Studies, New Delhi,
held at New Delhi in February (15-16), 2013. He
presented his thoughts in the session ‘India and
Saudi Arabia: World Peace through Dialogue’.
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Partner Highlights
In March 2013, Dr. Faisal Atbani, Vice Dean and
Dr. Mohammad Naseef, Vice Dean for Development from Islamic Economics Institute met Prof.
Dr. Koichi Ono, Senior Research Administrator at
Kyota University, to explore mutually beneficial exchanges between the two institutions in research
and Economic Development.

KAU Ranked Best University in GCC
Recently released ‘The Times Higher Education Asia University Rankings 2013’ has ranked King
Abdulaziz University 49th best university in Asia, eventually best in GCC.
It scored 71.0 for International outlook and 63.4 for Citations.
http://www.timeshighereducation.co.uk

Wednesday Dialogues & Monthly
International Seminars (Video Conferences)
Islamic Economics Institute (IEI) organizes every month International Seminar with its chair, Chair for
Ethics and Financial Norms (CEFN) at University of Paris1, Sorbonne- Pantheon. It also organizes weekly program called Wednesday Dialogues at IEI. Since January IEI organized 16 Dialogues and Monthly
Seminar, some of them are as give below:
1) An Analysis of Saudi Mortgage Reforms, by Mr. Ammar Shata, CEO Al Khabeer Capital and Mr. Henri
Chaoul, Alkhabeer Capital.
2) The Assets and Liabilities Gap Management of Conventional and Islamic Banks in the Organization of
Islamic Cooperation (OIC) Countries, by Dr. M. Kabir Hasan, University of New Orleans.
3) Conceptual analysis of Islamic Home-Financing Models, by Nabil AlMaghrebi, Professor of Finance,
Wakayama University, Japan.
4) Financial Development and Economics Growth: The Role of Financial Sector Liberalization, by Dr.
Emran Ul Huq, Manchester University, UK.
5) Decision under Risk and Uncertainty (in Arabic), by Dr. Anas Zarka, Shura Sharia Consultants, Kuwait.
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Partner Highlights

Chair Ethics and Financial Norms
University Paris La Sorbonne
University of Dauphine, Paris study tour on Ismanic Finance visit IIFM, 29 April 2013
http://www.iifm.net/content/university-dauphine-paris-study-tour-ismanic-finance-visit-iifm-29-april-2013

Lecture:
“The performance of Socially Responsible Investment:
evidence from Shariah-compliant stocks”
By Erragraguy Elias

Casa Árabe
“Islam Today: Fundamentals”
El papel de España en el mundo árabe contemporáneo: de la experiencia compartida a la
acción regional
http://www.casaarabe.es/noticias-arabes/show/
curso-el-islam-hoy
SCIEF´S Director Celia de Anca will participate
in the course titled “Islam Today: Fundamentals,,
Casa Árabe and the School of Diplomacy have organized a practices and international dimension
that will take place from April 11 through May 9.
Aware of the increasing priority and importance
of Spain’s possessing in-depth knowledge of its
relations with the Islamic world and the full set of
dynamics and transformations which it is currently undergoing, the School of Diplomacy and Casa
Árabe have decided to resume organization of this
course on Islam, in a seventh, updated edition.

Conference on
SIDRA Project
Casa Árabe organizes a public conference on
SIDRA project, in which Dr. William F Owen Jr.,
executive director of Sidra Medical and Research
Centre, will present to the Spanish public, the objectives and projects of this high-level medical
center, dedicated to the assistance, training and
research in maternal and child health, that will
be operative during this year in Doha, and which
is expected to become a reference center in the
Middle East.
http://economia.casaarabe.es/viewer.php?id=2908
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Social Networks
SCIEF is now working with the social networks . You can find us in Facebook
(http://www.facebook.com/scief) and Twitter (@SCIEFNEWS).
In Linkedin we have opened our monthly discussion at SCIEF - Saudi Spanish Center of Islamic Economics and Finance.
We want to share with you the information from the last report about the visits to our Facebook page :

The number of followers to our Twitter and Linkedin accounts respectively:

We wait for you there!!!
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Stay tuned for SCIEF future activities
International Executive Program: Islamic Finance
Connect your Financial Activity to your Strategic Goals
Jeddah , Saudi Arabia 2013
SCIEF is happy to announce its coming launch of the first International Executive Program to be developed at King Abdulaziz University University . The program will bring the IE expertise in Finance with
the King Abdulaziz University knowledge of Islamic finance, practical experience with practitioners and
visits to the most renown Islamic banks in the area.
For more information please contact Karen Hobbs (Karen.Hobbs@ie.edu)

SCIEF Immersion Student Week
The Saudi Center for Islamic and Economics and Finance with the collaboration of Islamic Economics
Institute – King Abdulaziz University and the IE Saudi Arabia club, will offer a Youth Immersion Week in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in November 2013 for IE students and Alumni.
The SCIEF Youth Immersion Week in KSA provides students from IE Business School an opportunity to
gain access into one of the most interesting countries in the Middle East. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
not only has the second largest oil reserves, sixth largest gas reserves, but it is one of the few fast-growing countries in the world. The country offers so much more with many economic opportunities.
Join us in adventure to gain an opportunity to learn about Islamic Finance and better understand one of
the most influential cities in the Middle East.
For more information please contact Najua-Alya Droubi (Najua-alya.Droubi@ie.edu)
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